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 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 All   about   Your   Birth   Card 

 Our   Birth   Card   is   our   most 
 important   symbol   of   who   we 
 are   in   this   lifetime.   It   is   the 
 card   that   we   most   identify 
 with,   and   through   which   we 
 have   the   greatest   gifts   to 
 share   with   those   around   us.   It 
 is   also   called   our   Sun   Card 
 and   our   Soul   Card. 

 All   about   Your   Birth   Card 
 The   Seven   of   Spades   Person 

 The   Card   of   Faith 

          This   card   is   regarded   as   one   of   the   most   spiritual   in   the   deck   and   these 
 people   can   have   great   success   in   their   life   as   long   as   they   do   not   disregard   the 
 wisdom   that   is   intended   to   guide   them   through   life.   These   people   are   here   to   learn 
 to   TRUST   and   keep   their   FAITH   in   spite   of   circumstances.   Their   main   challenges 
 will   come   in   the   areas   of   work   and   health.   The   underlying   King   of   Diamonds 
 mandates   that   they   must   live   the   higher   values   they   know   if   they   are   to   have   the 
 blessings   and   power   that   is   inherently   available   to   them.   That   same   King   of 
 Diamonds   gives   them   a   lot   of   inner   strength   and   the   tendency   to   push   things   at 
 times.   It   is   the   only   one-eyed   King   in   the   deck.   For   that   reason   the   Seven   of   Spades 
 must   watch   out   for   a   tendency   to   be   one-sided   and   subjective   in   their 
 communications   with   others.   Being   the   Seven   of   Spades   puts   them   on   the   line. 
 They   must   think,   speak   and   act   from   a   higher   perspective   or   suffer   innumerable 
 ills,   often   physically   oriented.   Most   of   their   problems   translate   as   ailments, 
 accidents   or   other   physical   afflictions. 
          Their   Life   Path   is   one   of   the   better   in   the   deck.   They   have   many   talents   they 
 can   utilize   for   success   and   satisfaction   in   their   lives   and   many   become   prominent 
 and   successful.   Even   their   Saturn   card,   the   Four   of   Diamonds   is   a   symbol   of 
 protection   and   security.   Nothing   can   truly   hurt   them   but   their   own   fears   or   doubts. 
          They   are   protected   by   a   high,   spiritual   force   but   this   must   be   actualized   by 
 aligning   their   actions   with   their   highest   truth   and   motives.   Once   they   do,   their   lives 
 assume   a   magical   quality.   Many   take   on   a   special   mission   to   help   the   world   and 
 are   unlimited   in   the   good   they   can   do.   Those   who   are   stuck   on   self-centered 
 thoughts   and   motives   are   destined   to   suffer   to   some   extent.   They   must   live   what 
 they   know   and   follow   their   intuitive   guidance.   Many   marry   into   money   or   receive 
 support   from   romantic   associations.   They   can   always   do   well   if   they   work   hard 
 and   maintain   honesty.   Nothing   can   stop   them   but   themselves. 

 Some   of   the   Seven   of   Spades   Issues   Concerning   Relationships 

          These   people   have   some   of   the   better   marriage   karma   of   the   cards   in   the 
 deck,   and   the   benefits   of   marriage   can   extend   into   both   the   financial   and   spiritual 
 realms.   They   are   attracted   to   those   of   financial   means   and   mental   power   and   must 
 watch   a   tendency   to   give   too   much   importance   to   the   financial   aspects,   in   which 
 case   their   lack   of   higher   values   will   bring   them   more   problems   than   good. 
          In   spite   of   their   good   marriage   karma,   they   still   cannot   escape   from   the 
 challenges   of   their   birth   card,   which   impinge   on   all   areas   of   their   life   including 
 love.   They   may   be   overcome   by   fear   even   when   they   have   all   the   things   they 
 wanted.   They   must   learn   non-attachment. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 All   about   Your   Planetary   Ruling   Card 
 Four   of   Diamonds   as   Your   Planetary   Ruler 

          This   ruling   card   gives   you   a   lot   of   good   organizational   talent   and   the   ability 
 to   manage   money   well.   You   are   probably   a   good   worker   and   may   even   enjoy   kinds 
 of   work   that   others   disdain.   You   can   be   stubborn   about   your   likes   and   dislikes   as 
 well   as   your   philosophies   about   money   and   life.   You   are   fond   of   travel,   but 
 probably   won't   get   to   do   a   lot   of   it   until   you   are   older.   To   you,   life   is   work,   and 
 you   will   always   have   to   work   in   order   to   have   any   happiness.   Even   in   your 
 personal   relationships,   the   work   is   a   requirement.   Nothing   comes   to   you   without   a 
 price.   But   the   enjoyment   of   work   can   be   part   of   the   reward   for   doing   it   and   will 
 ultimately   bring   you   everything   that   you   desire. 

 The   Planetary   Ruling   Card 
 acts   like   a   second   Birth   Card 
 to   give   you   a   new   slant   on 
 your   personality   and 
 character   traits.   It   is   very 
 important   in   terms   of   your 
 personal   relationships   since   it 
 represents   a   part   of   you   that 
 you   identify   with   strongly. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 The   Cards   Governing   Your   13-Year   Periods   -   An   Overview 
 Card  Underlying   Card  Symbol 

 Your   Mercury   13-Year   Period   begins   1/7/1964   and   ends   1/7/1977 

 Your   Venus   13-Year   Period   begins   1/7/1977   and   ends   1/7/1990 

 Your   Mars   13-Year   Period   begins   1/7/1990   and   ends   1/7/2003 

 Your   Jupiter   13-Year   Period   begins   1/7/2003   and   ends   1/7/2016 

 Your   Saturn   13-Year   Period   begins   1/7/2016   and   ends   1/7/2029 

 Your   Uranus   13-Year   Period   begins   1/7/2029   and   ends   1/7/2042 

 Your   Neptune   13-Year   Period   begins   1/7/2042   and   ends   1/7/2055 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 The   Cards   In   Your   Mercury   13-Year   Period 

 Your   13-Year 
 Mercury   Period   is   from 
 1/7/1964    till    1/7/1977 

 Some   General   Information   About   the   Mercury   13-Year   Period   Cards 

          Our   Mercury   13-year   period   is   our   first   thirteen   years   of   life   and   the   importance   of 
 this   period   cannot   be   exaggerated.   It   is   in   this   period   that   our   most   important   life   patterns 
 are   set.   The   first   seven   of   these   years   are   the   real   life-pattern   years   of   our   life   and   we 
 experience   each   of   our   Life   Path   Cards   during   that   time. 
          The   Mercury   Cards   below   describe   your   childhood   to   a   great   extent.   They   also 
 describe   some   of   the   most   important   influences   that   were   imprinted   upon   you   at   an   early 
 age.   These   influences   have   become   a   part   of   your   mental   state   of   mind.   They   influence   your 
 thinking   and   your   communications   to   a   great   extent.   They   describe   a   mental   point   of   view 
 that   in   turn   affects   every   area   of   your   life. 
          Some   say   it   is   our   Mercury   Card   that   leads   us   in   life.   New   cycles   are   begun   by   its 
 influence.   It   may   be   the   card   that   signifies   what   or   who   starts   new   cycles   in   our   life.   Its 
 importance   cannot   be   overstated.   Sometimes   these   cards   describe   an   important   influence   in 
 our   life.   The   presence   of   any   of   the   face   cards,   for   example,   would   signal   an   individual   who 
 had   a   profound   influence   us   during   our   formative   years. 
          The   cards   below   govern   your   Mercury   period   of   life   and   describe   the   mental   pattern 
 that   you   emerged   with   after   going   through   it.    

 Your   13-Year 
 Mercury   Card 

 Its   Underlying   Card 

 Your   Thirteen-Year   Two   of   Clubs   Period 

          The   Two   of   Clubs   means   conversation,   communication,   sharing   ideas   and   cooperation 
 on   a   communication   level.   However,   it   is   also   known   as   the   card   of   fear   and   arguing.   When   it 
 is   present   you   may   feel   compelled   to   talk   to   others   and   to   establish   lines   of   communication. 
 And   this   is   the   card   that   is   governing   this   13-year   period   of   your   life. 
          Relationships   will   take   on   a   great   deal   of   importance   in   your   life.   And   the   value   of 
 conversation   with   those   of   like   mind   will   be   something   that   you   both   experience   and   enjoy   on 
 a   deep   level.   You   could   even   marry   someone   with   whom   you   share   these   qualities.   You   are 
 also   likely   to   enjoy   a   very   fine   level   of   intelligence   and   may   receive   honors   for   things   you   do 
 with   your   mind.   Perhaps   you   will   write   a   book   or   accomplish   other   mental   tasks   in   which   you 
 are   honored. 
          However,   there   is   another   hidden   influence   of   great   importance   during   this   period   of 
 your   life.   It   is   that   of   the   Ace   of   Spades.   This   is   the   card   of   personal   transformation   and 
 sometimes,   of   death.   This   does   not   indicate   your   passing   away   during   this   period.   However, 
 the   idea   of   death   may   be   something   that   you   find   yourself   confronted   with   again   and   again. 
 For   example,   there   could   be   deaths   in   your   family   from   time   to   time,   or   of   someone   that   is 
 close   to   you. 
          At   the   very   least   you   may   find   yourself   more   preoccupied   with   the   notion   of   death   and 
 you   yourself   may   have   some   fears   about   this   very   things.   The   Two   of   Clubs   has   often   been 
 called   the   'fear   card'.   Events   during   this   period   could   cause   you   to   have   more   fear   than   you 
 thought   you   had.   Keep   in   mind   that   this   fear,   whatever   it   is,   is   rooted   in   the   basic   fear   of 
 death,   which   is   really   the   fear   of   change.   Look   deeper   into   yourself   and   you   may   discover   an 
 inner   sense   of   vulnerability.   This   could   lead   to   some   profound   inner   discoveries   as   the   Ace   of 
 Spades   is   also   the   card   of   the   'inner   secrets'.   The   potential   for   spiritual   discovery   is   great. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 The   Cards   In   Your   Venus   13-Year   Period 

 Your   13-Year 
 Venus   Period   is   from 

 1/7/1977    till    1/7/1990 

 Some   General   Information   About   the   Venus   13-Year   Period   Cards 

          The   Venus   Period   of   life   begins   at   Age   13.   It   is   during   this   period   of   life   that   we   learn 
 about   love   and   romance.   We   are   still   connected   to   our   family   at   the   beginning   of   this 
 period   but   most   of   us   will   have   departed   our   family   before   it   is   over.   Many   will   be   married 
 before   this   period   ends   as   well. 
          The   events   during   our   Venus   period   of   life   often   set   a   pattern   for   our   relationships   for 
 the   rest   of   our   life.   We   discover,   in   this   period,   what   sorts   of   mates   we   are   attracted   to, 
 what   our   personal   approach   to   relationship   is,   and   what   sort   of   partner   we   ourselves   make. 
 Our   Venus   Card   describes   these   traits   to   a   large   extent. 
          And,   it   is   in   this   period   that   our   personal   relationship   karma   makes   it   debut.   We   can 
 experience   great   love   and   heartbreak,   along   with   many   other   things   as   we   explore   the   area 
 of   love. 
          Some   even   begin   developing   their   own   family   at   this   time.   And   the   Venus   cards   can 
 describe   just   how   our   family   life   will   be. 
          The   cards   below   govern   your   Venus   period   of   life   and   tell   the   story   of   you   and   your 
 relationship   patterns,   as   well   as   decribe   the   events   that   will   occur   at   this   time. 

 Your   13-Year 
 Venus   Card 

 Its   Underlying   Card 

 Your   Thirteen-Year   King   of   Clubs   Period 

          During   this   period   you   may   likely   become   an   authority   in   some   area   of   information   or 
 knowledge.   People   often   become   an   author   or   the   head   of   some   organization   when   this   card   is 
 present.   At   the   same   time,   there   is   going   to   be   a   person   who   plays   an   important   role   in   your 
 life,   someone   signified   by   the   King   of   Clubs.   This   person   is   most   likely   a   male   who   is 
 intelligent   and   powerful,   but   kind.   But   for   you,   this   person   will   be   one   of   the   more   important 
 influences   of   this   time   of   your   life. 
          If   you   are   a   Club   yourself   it   is   highly   likely   that   you   will   rise   up   to   some   level   of 
 recognition   and   accomplishment.   Knowing   this   ahead   of   time   you   could   really   reach   for   the 
 stars   with   assurance   of   your   ultimate   success. 
          But   for   anyone   with   this   card   a   certain   amount   of   success   is   indicated,   but   especially   in 
 the   areas   of   communications,   knowledge,   teaching,   publishing   or   an   area   where   specialized 
 knowledge   is   applied   for   the   good   of   others,   such   as   a   lawyer   or   doctor. 
          The   underlying   Two   of   Spades   says   that   friendships   and   working   partnerships   will   also 
 play   an   important   role   in   your   life   now.   You   may   even   enter   into   a   significant   working 
 partnership,   or   at   the   least,   a   lifestyle   friend,   during   this   time. 
          Overall,   you   can   expect   your   intelligence   to   be   high   and   'right   on'   now.   High   intuition 
 and   high   reasoning   ability   make   an   unbeatable   pair.   Use   them   to   achieve   as   much   as   you 
 desire. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 The   Cards   In   Your   Mars   13-Year   Period 

 Your   13-Year 
 Mars   Period   is   from 

 1/7/1990    till    1/7/2003 

 Some   General   Information   About   the   Mars   13-Year   Period   Cards 

          The   Mars   13-Year   period   begins   at   Age   26   and   ends   when   we   turn   39   and   enter   our 
 Jupiter   period.   It   is   during   this   period   that   our   passions   are   expressed,   when   most   of   us 
 begin   working   in   life   in   a   real   sense,   and   when   most   of   us   work   off   a   great   deal   of   our 
 past-life   karma.   Whatever   really   turns   us   on   in   life   is   explored   during   this   period   and   the 
 cards   here   will   describe   something   about   that,   or   how   its   expression   is   responded   to   by 
 those   around   us. 
          Our   Mars   Cards   indicate   what   turns   us   on   and   what   irritates   us.   Thus   the   Mars 
 period   can   have   a   lot   to   do   with   passion   and   competition.   Most   competitive   sports   figures 
 make   their   mark   during   this   period   of   life.   Each   of   us   will   make   our   mark   as   well,   exerting 
 the   power   of   our   Mars   card   for   better   or   worse.   Since   Mars   governs   sex   this   is   a   period 
 when   many   will   have   children   as   a   result   of   their   passionate   expression. 
          The   Mars   period   is   usually   associated   with   work.   In   this   case   is   represents   putting 
 our   Mars   energy   to   work.   Your   Mars   cards   may   describe   your   approach   to   work   or   even 
 what   kinds   of   work   you   do   at   this   time.   The   Mars   period   is   one   in   which   we   try   different 
 kinds   of   work   to   see   which   fits   us   best.   It   is   preparation   for   the   coming   Jupiter   period,   when 
 our   efforts   are   more   financially   rewarded. 

 Your   13-Year 
 Mars   Card 

 Its   Underlying   Card 

 Your   Thirteen-Year   Jack   of   Diamonds   Period 

          This   period   will   be   more   or   less   overshadowed   by   one   or   more   young,   Diamond   males, 
 or   by   someone   whose   Birth   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   is   the   Jack   of   Diamonds.   It   will   also   be 
 a   time   of   variety   and   creativity   with   your   work   and   perhaps   uncertainty   with   your   health. 
          There   will   be   some   Jack   of   Diamonds   characters   in   your   life   and   these   will   usually   be 
 men   who   are   creative,   fun-loving   but   perhaps   also   dishonest   or   of   low   morality.   Their 
 influence   on   you   will   be   quite   strong   now.   This   could   be   a   good   thing   or   a   bad   thing 
 depending   upon   many   factors   such   as   your   age.   They   could   be   love   interests   to   women   and 
 for   men,   these   cards   could   indicate   work   as   a   salesman   or   promoter.   This   is   not   a   bad   card   by 
 any   means.   On   the   contrary,   it   bestows   a   great   measure   of   creativity.   The   only   question   is 
 how   will   this   creativity   be   used   by   others   and   by   you. 
          If   you   are   a   person   whose   Birth   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   is   a   Diamond,   this   card   can 
 indicate   your   playing   a   Jack   role   for   most   of   this   period.   That   role   would   be   creative, 
 romantic,   or   in   sales   and   promotions. 
          The   underlying   Three   of   Spades   could   cause   your   involvement   in   artistic   expression   or 
 work.   But   it   can   also   represent   stress   or   health   matters   that   are   challenging   and   difficult   to 
 diagnose.   Drugs   and   alcohol   are   things   that   will   bring   more   harm   than   good   at   this   time.   If 
 you   are   older   when   you   enter   this   period,   this   could   definitely   represent   health   challenges.   At 
 the   very   least   this   influence   could   cause   you   to   be   doing   so   many   different   things   at   the   same 
 time   that   you   feel   overwhelmed   and   stressed.   Some   people   may   even   find   that   they   are   living 
 two   lives   at   the   same   time. 
          To   get   the   most   of   this   period,   express   all   the   creative   energies   of   these   two   cards   in   a 
 positive   fashion,   such   as   through   art,   music   or   salesmanship.   You   could   be   very   successful 
 and   content   in   doing   so. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 The   Cards   In   Your   Jupiter   13-Year   Period 

 Your   13-Year 
 Jupiter   Period   is   from 
 1/7/2003    till    1/7/2016 

 Some   General   Information   About   the   Jupiter   13-Year   Period   Cards 

          The   Jupiter   period   of   life   begins   at   age   39   and   extends   until   we   turn   52   years   of   age. 
 This   period   is   largely   associated   with   financial   and   other   blessings.   It   is   usually   during   our 
 Jupiter   period   of   life   that   we   begin   making   the   most   money.   It   is   sort   of   like   the   harvest 
 season   of   our   life.   Your   Jupiter   cards   may   indicate   what   to   expect   during   this   period   but 
 they   also   may   point   to   the   means   by   which   you   will   be   most   financially   prosperous. 
          Finances   in   the   Jupiter   period   should   flow   easily   if   we   are   in   tune   with   a   profession 
 that   is   truly   connected   to   what   we   love.   If   you   are   struggling   during   this   period,   it   can   only 
 be   because   you   are   not   doing   work   that   you   really   enjoy.   You   might   want   to   keep   this   in 
 mind   as   you   progress   through   it. 
          It   is   during   this   period   that   we   experience   our   important   'cycle   of   reflection'   which 
 includes   the   Prebirth   and   Rebirth   years   of   our   life.   The   Rebirth   year,   or   age   45,   is 
 considered   one   of   the   most   important   and   fortunate   years   of   our   life.   Seven   years   after   it, 
 we   end   our   Jupiter   cycle   with   the   age   52,   'Critical   Year'   and   begin   our   Saturn   cycle.   It   is 
 important   in   the   Jupiter   cycle   of   life   that   we   open   ourselves   to   the   abundance   of   this   world 
 and   let   go   of   our   struggling.   For   many,   the   Critical   Year   which   ends   our   Jupiter   period   is 
 the   last   opportunity   to   embrace   a   happy   and   prosperous   life. 
          With   this   in   mind,   study   your   Jupiter   Cards   and   see   if   they   can   help   you   access   the 
 bounty   to   which   you   are   entitled. 

 Your   13-Year 
 Jupiter   Card 

 Its   Underlying   Card 

 Your   Thirteen-Year   Four   of   Hearts   Period 

          The   main   influence   for   this   13-year   period   is   the   Four   of   Hearts.   This   is   probably   the 
 strongest   influence   in   the   entire   deck   of   cards   for   settling   down   and   enjoying   the   rewards   of 
 family   life   and   close   friendships.   The   Four   of   Hearts   is   a   sign   of   protection   in   love,   marriage 
 and   family.   It   can   represent   one's   marriage   and   the   foundation   of   love   upon   which   a   family 
 and   life   can   be   built.   The   Four   of   Hearts   is   usually   considered   a   good   influence,   especially 
 for   a   happy   family   and   social   life.   But   this   period   could   also   just   represent   a   time   when   you 
 have   a   circle   of   close   friends   that   you   enjoy.   It   is   definitely   a   settled   period   of   your   life.   You 
 would   not   normally   expect   a   lot   of   changes   or   moves   with   this   card   present. 
          Its   underlying   card,   the   4   of   Spades,   even   strengthens   this   notion.   With   'double-fours' 
 presiding   over   you   for   13   years,   you   can   expect   contentment   and   security.   The   only   other 
 factor   that   could   be   present   is   that   you   must   work   a   lot,   as   the   Four   of   Spades   can   be   a 
 workaholic   kind   of   influence.   Depending   upon   your   age   when   you   enter   this   period,   the   above 
 qualities   will   manifest   themselves   appropriately. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 The   Cards   In   Your   Saturn   13-Year   Period 

 Your   13-Year 
 Saturn   Period   is   from 

 1/7/2016    till    1/7/2029 

 Some   General   Information   About   the   Saturn   13-Year   Period   Cards 

          The   Saturn   period   of   life   begins   with   the   important   age   52,   Critical   Year.   If   we   have 
 embraced   the   abundance   of   our   Jupiter   cycle,   there   is   no   reason   to   expect   Saturn   to   be 
 anything   but   more   success.   The   Saturn   period   is   usually   considered   to   be   the   last   really 
 active   period   of   life.   Many   who   have   had   career   ambitions   throughout   their   life   will   realize 
 their   dreams   and   be   recognized   for   their   contributions   during   this   time.   Saturn   governs   the 
 highest   house   in   the   zodiac   and   thus   can   bestow   recognition   and   reward   upon   us.   Your 
 Saturn   card   may   describe   just   what   you   are   'known   as'   as   you   complete   your   life's   work. 
 This   is   not   to   say   that   all   complete   their   life's   work   in   Saturn.   But   it   is   common   for   people 
 to   move   on   from   a   working   life   to   one   of   other   pursuits   during   this   cycle. 
          Saturn   is   the   great   teacher   and   the   Lord   of   Karma.   But   usually   by   our   Saturn   period 
 of   life   we   have   learned   his   lessons   and   are   ready   for   his   rewards.   These   consist   of   ease   of 
 life   and   the   wisdom   to   sustain   it   on   a   daily   basis.   However,   it   is   usually   during   our   Saturn 
 period   that   health   matters   assume   more   prominence   for   us.   Though   some   may   encounter 
 them   earlier,   most   everyone   will   be   reminded   that   we   do   not   live   forever   during   this   cycle   of 
 our   lives.   Thus,   in   Saturn,   we   must   continue   with   his   disciplines,   but   now   those   disciplines 
 will   be   more   directed   towards   keeping   healthy   as   our   bodies   decline. 
          Your   Saturn   cards   described   here   will   tell   the   story   of   your   Saturn   period   of   life. 
 Remember   that   even   difficult   cards   can   signify   good   things   in   Saturn   when   we   have   heeded 
 his   lessons   throughout   our   lives. 

 Your   13-Year 
 Saturn   Card 

 Its   Underlying   Card 

 Your   Thirteen-Year   Four   of   Diamonds   Period 

          This   period   of   your   life   will   most   likely   be   marked   by   hard   work   and   stable   finances. 
 However,   for   some   this   will   seem   like   a   time   of   struggle.   In   reality   there   is   protection   at   this 
 time,   especially   financially.   But   the   tendency   to   struggle   is   inherent   in   your   personality   to 
 some   extent   and   you   will   be   challenged   to   work   and   be   productive   without   making   it   so   hard. 
 This   does   not   mean   that   being   lazy   or   trying   to   avoid   working   for   what   you   get.   The   Four   of 
 Diamonds   promises   rewards   through   hard   work.   Therefore,   a   willingness   to   do   what   is 
 necessary   is   a   requirement   for   success. 
          Your   sense   of   values   and   knowing   what   you   want   from   life   should   be   very   clear   at   this 
 time.   This,   in   turn,   will   attract   to   you   all   that   you   desire.   And   you   may   feel   very   stable   and 
 grounded   in   the   work   you   do   and   the   lifestyle   you   have   created.   But   there   is   also   a   sense   of 
 restlessness   going   on   at   a   deeper   level,   as   represented   by   the   Five   of   Spades.   And   this   may 
 cause   you   to   do   much   traveling   or   to   move   your   residence   more   often   than   you   would   expect. 
 Changes   are   definitely   to   be   expected.   In   addition,   for   some   there   will   be   health   matters   that 
 have   to   be   dealt   with,   regardless   of   their   age   during   this   period. 
          Finally,   ideals   about   love   and   relationship   will   be   tested   by   actual   experiences.   Some 
 will   find   disappointment   at   the   end   of   the   rainbow   while   others   will   gain   more   clarity   about 
 their   romantic   dreams.   For   all   this   will   be   an   important   period   of   defining   yourself   in   terms   of 
 what   you   want   from   life.   And   you   will   gain   much   clarity   about   these   values   as   you   progress 
 through   this   period. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 The   Cards   In   Your   Uranus   13-Year   Period 

 Your   13-Year 
 Uranus   Period   is   from 
 1/7/2029    till    1/7/2042 

 Some   General   Information   About   the   Uranus   13-Year   Period   Cards 

          Uranus   and   Neptune   are   the   spiritual   periods   of   our   life.   The   dates   for   their 
 beginning   and   ending   vary   quite   a   bit   and   depend   upon   factors   such   as   how   long   we   live 
 and   the   quality   of   the   life   we   have   lead   up   to   their   beginning.   But,   in   general,   these   are   the 
 periods   where   we   retire   from   actively   working   and   pursue   other   interests.   Some   will   pursue 
 spiritual   goals   exclusively,   especially   in   the   Neptune   period.   But   some   will   mover   towards 
 political   and   social   goals   in   the   Uranus   period   as   well   as   spritual   pursuits. 
          The   Uranus   period   is   usually   about   connecting   with   our   spiritual   family.   It   is   usually 
 in   this   period   that   we   choose   a   religion,   if   we   haven't   already.   We   become   more   active   in 
 our   chosen   groups   during   both   these   cycles   as   we   prepare   a   place   for   ourselves   in   the   life 
 hereafter.   Your   particular   group   may   not   be   a   spiritual   group   per   se,   but   it   will   be   one   to 
 which   you   feel   that   you   belong   on   a   deep   level. 
          These   periods   should   provide   us   with   the   freedom   to   explore   the   deeper   meanings   of 
 life.   And   many   of   us   will   have   profound   spiritual   experiences   and   revelations   during   these 
 periods.   As   a   result   of   the   wisdom   we   have   gained,   we   are   able   to   lead   a   happy   life   with 
 minimal   effort   and   strain.   We   become   like   a   gentle   breeze   flowing   through   the   trees.   And 
 life   can   be   quite   delightful   as   we   grow   closer   to   God.   Many   will   hear   Him   and   feel   more 
 attuned   to   Him   and   His   creation   during   these   cycles   of   life. 

 Your   13-Year 
 Uranus   Card 

 Its   Underlying   Card 

 Your   Thirteen-Year   Two   of   Spades   Period 

          This   is   a   period   of   your   life   when   friendships   and   working   partnerships   will   become   a 
 major   focus   of   your   attention.   You   will   find   yourself   gravitating   towards   these   and   possibly 
 having   a   very   important   working   partnership   for   some   or   all   of   this   time.   But   friendships   will 
 also   be   important   now   and   not   just   friendships   of   conversation.   You   will   want   to   actually 
 spend   time   with   your   friends   and   engage   in   activities   in   a   cooperative   way.   Relationships   in 
 general   will   assume   more   importance   in   your   life. 
          The   Two   of   Spades   means   a   union   or   partnership   in   work   or   friendship.   Since   this   is   a 
 spade,   the   partnerships   that   it   may   foretell   will   be   ones   where   you   and   the   other   person 
 actually   spend   time   doing   things   together,   whether   it   be   work   or   things   such   as   hiking, 
 exercising,   camping,   biking   or   other   sports. 
          This   period   also   has   the   hidden   influence   of   the   Six   of   Spades.   For   this   reason,   your 
 health   could   be   an   issue.   To   avert   any   problems   in   this   area   you   are   advised   to   take   a 
 proactive   position   in   regards   to   good   health.   Eat   good   food   and   exercise   regularly.   As   long   as 
 you   are   moderate   in   your   living   habits   things   should   be   fine.   However,   abuse   of   your   body 
 will   not   be   tolerated   under   such   a   heavy   'health   karma'   influence.   The   other   aspect   of   the   Six 
 of   Spades   is   that   you   could   find   your   true   purpose   and   get   on   a   path   to   do   something   great   in 
 this   world,   something   that   would   serve   mankind.   Of   course,   with   the   Two   of   Spades   also 
 present,   this   is   more   likely   to   be   something   done   in   concert   with   one   other   special   person   in 
 your   life. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 The   Cards   In   Your   Neptune   13-Year   Period 

 Your   13-Year 
 Neptune   Period   is   from 
 1/7/2042    till    1/7/2055 

 Some   General   Information   About   the   Neptune   13-Year   Period   Cards 

          Uranus   and   Neptune   are   the   spiritual   periods   of   our   life.   The   dates   for   their 
 beginning   and   ending   vary   quite   a   bit   and   depend   upon   factors   such   as   how   long   we   live 
 and   the   quality   of   the   life   we   have   lead   up   to   their   beginning.   But,   in   general,   these   are   the 
 periods   where   we   retire   from   actively   working   and   pursue   other   interests.   Some   will   pursue 
 spiritual   goals   exclusively,   especially   in   the   Neptune   period.   But   some   will   mover   towards 
 political   and   social   goals   in   the   Uranus   period   as   well   as   spritual   pursuits. 
          The   Uranus   period   is   usually   about   connecting   with   our   spiritual   family.   It   is   usually 
 in   this   period   that   we   choose   a   religion,   if   we   haven't   already.   We   become   more   active   in 
 our   chosen   groups   during   both   these   cycles   as   we   prepare   a   place   for   ourselves   in   the   life 
 hereafter.   Your   particular   group   may   not   be   a   spiritual   group   per   se,   but   it   will   be   one   to 
 which   you   feel   that   you   belong   on   a   deep   level. 
          These   periods   should   provide   us   with   the   freedom   to   explore   the   deeper   meanings   of 
 life.   And   many   of   us   will   have   profound   spiritual   experiences   and   revelations   during   these 
 periods.   As   a   result   of   the   wisdom   we   have   gained,   we   are   able   to   lead   a   happy   life   with 
 minimal   effort   and   strain.   We   become   like   a   gentle   breeze   flowing   through   the   trees.   And 
 life   can   be   quite   delightful   as   we   grow   closer   to   God.   Many   will   hear   Him   and   feel   more 
 attuned   to   Him   and   His   creation   during   these   cycles   of   life. 

 Your   13-Year 
 Neptune   Card 

 Its   Underlying   Card 

 Your   Thirteen-Year   Eight   of   Hearts   Period 

          This   is   bound   to   be   a   mostly   delightful   13-year   period   of   your   life.   The   Eight   of   Hearts 
 is   a   card   of   considerable   emotional   power,   charm   and   personal   magnetism.   It   is   called   the 
 'Playboy   Card'   and   many   who   are   under   its   influence   will   play   the   role,   whether   male   or 
 female.   This   power   could   be   used   to   bring   you   success   in   any   activities   that   deal   with   groups 
 of   people   such   as   acting   or   sales   work.   It   is   also   an   indicator   of   having   healing   energy,   a 
 'spiritual   force'   gathering   in   you,   a   force   you   can   use   to   better   your   life   in   many   ways.   When 
 this   card   is   present,   this   power   is   available   to   use   at   your   discretion. 
          Your   ability   to   persuade   people   and   their   natural   magnetism   to   you   will   aid   you   in   most 
 every   area   of   your   life.   Used   consciously,   it   could   bring   you   more   social   fun,   better   intimate 
 relationships   or   more   success   in   your   business. 
          At   the   same   time,   an   underlying   Seven   of   Spades   means   that   this   period   could   entail 
 some   health   or   work   challenges.   This   is   the   card   of   faith   and   yours   may   be   tested   at   different 
 times   during   this   period.   But   mostly,   you   will   be   enjoying   the   power   you   have   with   others. 
 Use   it   for   good   things   in   your   life   and   the   lives   of   others. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   from   Ages   40   to   60 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 About   Your   Auspicious   Events   Report 

          For   each   of   us,   there   are   certain   years   of   our   life   in   which   significant 
 events   can   be   predicted   and   explained   using   the   Science   of   the   Cards. 
 These   are   events   that   occur   for   everyone,   but   at   different   times   for   each. 
 This   report   will   check   for   and   tell   you   about   any   Auspicious   Events   that 
 will   be   occurring   during   a   range   of   years   specified   by   the   person   creating 
 this   report. 
          There   will   be   years   in   which   there   are   no   Auspicious   Events.   You 
 should   be   aware   of   this   or   you   may   feel   that   there   are   pages   missing   in   your 
 report.   Not   every   year   has   a   signficant   life   event   transpiring   in   it. 
          Also,   this   report   checks   for   Auspicious   Events   for   only   your   Birth 
 Card   and   Planetary   Ruling   Card,   if   you   have   one.   It   does   not   check   for 
 auspicious   events   in   your   Personality   Cards   or   any   other   personal 
 significators   as   these   have   not   been   found   to   be   consistently   significant   or 
 accurate. 
          Some   Auspicious   Events   occur   for   everyone   at   the   same   age   of   life. 
 These   include   such   events   as   the   Prebirth   and   Rebirth   years   and   the   Critical 
 Year.   Others   occur   a   different   ages   for   each   card   and   some   of   these   are 
 extremely   significant   and   powerful.   Some   bring   blessings   and   gifts   while 
 others   are   reason   for   caution   and   care   as   negative   experiences   are   highly 
 likely.   Some   bring   fame   and   fortune,   others,   endings   or   changes.   Knowing 
 ahead   of   time   which   influences   are   present   for   you   allows   you   to   take   fuller 
 advantage   of   them.   It   is   akin   to   driving   at   night   with   your   lights   on   -   you 
 can   see   what   is   coming   and   make   corrections   in   your   path   in   order   to   make 
 your   journey   more   successful.   Use   this   report   to   take   full   advantage   of   the 
 influences   coming   for   you. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   40 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   41 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 

 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 

          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   41     (   c   o   n   t   i   n   u   e   d   .   .   .   ) 

 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
 discovery. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   42 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 

 You   will   get   a   Wish   Fulfilled   This   Year 

          Your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   falls   in   a   position   this   year   that   is   governed   by 
 the   Planet   Jupiter.   Because   of   this   you   will   have   a   certain   amount   of   good   fortune 
 and   you   will   see   at   least   one   of   your   important   wishes   fulfilled   at   the   same   time. 
 This   does   not   mean   that   every   problem   in   your   life   will   disappear   or   that 
 everything   will   be   easier.   But   it   does   mean   that   some   things   will   come   easier   to 
 you   and   that   something   you   want   will   manifest   itself.   This   is,   for   the   most   part, 
 going   to   be   a   year   of   prosperity   and   abundance.   Though   you   may   have   challenges 
 in   other   areas,   there   will   be   much   to   be   grateful   for.   Magnify   this   prosperity   by 
 receiving   it   and   giving   thanks. 

 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 
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          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
 discovery. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   43 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 

          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
 discovery. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   44 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   will   get   a   Wish   Fulfilled   This   Year 

          Your   Birth   Card   falls   in   a   position   this   year   that   is   governed   by   the   Planet 
 Jupiter.   Because   of   this   you   will   have   a   certain   amount   of   good   fortune   and   you 
 will   see   at   least   one   of   your   important   wishes   fulfilled   at   the   same   time.   This   does 
 not   mean   that   every   problem   in   your   life   will   disappear   or   that   everything   will   be 
 easier.   But   it   does   mean   that   some   things   will   come   easier   to   you   and   that 
 something   you   want   will   manifest   itself.   This   is,   for   the   most   part,   going   to   be   a 
 year   of   prosperity   and   abundance.   Though   you   may   have   challenges   in   other   areas, 
 there   will   be   much   to   be   grateful   for.   Magnify   this   prosperity   by   receiving   it   and 
 giving   thanks. 

 You   Have   Good   Career   Influences   This   Year 

          Because   of   the   position   of   your   Birth   Card   this   year,   there   are   opportunities 
 for   you   to   achieve   a   larger   measure   of   recognition   in   your   work.   Of   course,   if   you 
 are   not   career   or   business   minded,   this   influence   will   have   little   effect   on   you.   But 
 for   those   who   are   trying   to   get   more   recognition   or   wish   to   become   better   known, 
 this   is   a   year   when   some   of   those   dreams   will   come   true. 
          The   cards   in   your   Birth   Card's   Yearly   Spread   will   rise   up   to   the   'Crown 
 Line'   sometime   this   year   and   because   of   this,   people   will   begin   to   pay   more 
 attention   to   what   you   are   doing.   You   could   achieve   some   sort   of   award   or   merely 
 become   more   recognized   in   your   field.   Many   people   receive   promotions   during 
 years   such   as   these.   Just   how   it   will   manifest   will   depend   upon   the   nature   of   your 
 work   or   aspirations.   Knowing,   however,   that   these   influences   are   present,   it   would 
 be   advantageous   to   put   more   effort   into   becoming   recognized. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   45 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 This   is   Your   Rebirth   Year 

          At   Age   45,    each   of   us   experiences   what   we   call   the   Rebirth   Year.   For   most 
 people,   this   means   they   return   to   their   original   location   in   the   Grand   Solar   Spread, 
 the   same   place   we   they   were   during   the   first   year   of   life.   We   also   have   the   same 
 cards   in   this   Yearly   Spread   that   we   did   during   the   first   year   of   our   life.   For   all   of 
 us,   this   year   is   very   significant   and   yields   a   special   opportunity   for   advanced 
 spiritual   development. 
          During   the   Rebirth   Year,   we   experience   the   very   same   cards   that   we   were 
 born   with   in   our   Life   Path.   However,   now,   we   have   grown   in   our   understanding   of 
 our   life   and   so   we   have   the   opportunity   to   remake   our   life   on   a   higher   level   by 
 accessing   the   higher   sides   of   each   card. 
          This   year   is,   in   many   respects,   the   pattern-setter   or   tone-setter   for   the   second 
 half   of   your   life.   It   is   the   microcosm   that   projects   into   the   macrocosm   that   is   the 
 rest   of   your   natural   life.   Thus,   it   is   more   important   what   you   do   this   year   than 
 most   other   years   of   your   life.    Fill   this   year   with   all   the   healthy,   loving, 
 inspirational   and   life-expanding   activities   and   relationships   that   you   want   to   have 
 as   a   routine   part   of   your   life.   By   doing   so,   you   gain   a   measure   of   conscious 
 control   over   how   the   rest   of   your   life   will   turn   out. 
          Every   card   in   our   Yearly   Spread   has   a   higher   form   of   expression   and   a 
 lower   form.   Read   the   cards   in   this   year's   spread   very   carefully   and   see   if   you   can 
 discern   the   difference   between   these   higher   and   lower   expressions.   You   can 
 consciously   choose   to   access   the   higher   sides   of   each   of   these   cards.   Using   your 
 will   and   conscious   intent,   you   are   now   able   to   not   only   influence   what   happens   to 
 you   this   year,   but   also   what   will   happen   to   you   for   the   remainder   of   your   life.   You 
 will   face   the   patterns   that   you   were   born   with   (since   these   are   the   same   cards   you 
 were   born   with)   and   also   have   a   second   chance   to   set   new   patterns   for   each   of   the 
 cards   in   your   Life   Spread.   Good   luck   in   this   special   year   of   opportunity   and 
 challenge. 

 You   will   get   a   Wish   Fulfilled   This   Year 

          Your   Birth   Card   falls   in   a   position   this   year   that   is   governed   by   the   Planet 
 Jupiter.   Because   of   this   you   will   have   a   certain   amount   of   good   fortune   and   you 
 will   see   at   least   one   of   your   important   wishes   fulfilled   at   the   same   time.   This   does 
 not   mean   that   every   problem   in   your   life   will   disappear   or   that   everything   will   be 
 easier.   But   it   does   mean   that   some   things   will   come   easier   to   you   and   that 
 something   you   want   will   manifest   itself.   This   is,   for   the   most   part,   going   to   be   a 
 year   of   prosperity   and   abundance.   Though   you   may   have   challenges   in   other   areas, 
 there   will   be   much   to   be   grateful   for.   Magnify   this   prosperity   by   receiving   it   and 
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 giving   thanks. 

 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 

          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
 discovery. 

 You   Have   Good   Career   Influences   This   Year 

          Because   of   the   position   of   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   this   year,   there   are 
 opportunities   for   you   to   achieve   a   larger   measure   of   recognition   in   your   work.   Of 
 course,   if   you   are   not   career   or   business   minded,   this   influence   will   have   little 
 effect   on   you.   But   for   those   who   are   trying   to   get   more   recognition   or   wish   to 
 become   better   known,   this   is   a   year   when   some   of   those   dreams   will   come   true. 
          The   cards   in   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card's   Yearly   Spread   will   rise   up   to   the 
 'Crown   Line'   sometime   this   year   and   because   of   this,   people   will   pay   more 
 attention   to   what   you   are   doing.   You   could   achieve   some   sort   of   award   or   merely 
 become   more   recognized   in   your   field.   Many   people   receive   promotions   during 
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 years   such   as   these.   Just   how   it   will   manifest   will   depend   upon   the   nature   of   your 
 work   or   aspirations.   Knowing,   however,   that   these   influences   are   present,   it   would 
 be   advantageous   to   put   more   effort   into   becoming   recognized. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   46 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 

          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
 discovery. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   47 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   48 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 

 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 

          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
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 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
 discovery. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   49 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 

 You   Have   Good   Career   Influences   This   Year 

          Because   of   the   position   of   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   this   year,   there   are 
 opportunities   for   you   to   achieve   a   larger   measure   of   recognition   in   your   work.   Of 
 course,   if   you   are   not   career   or   business   minded,   this   influence   will   have   little 
 effect   on   you.   But   for   those   who   are   trying   to   get   more   recognition   or   wish   to 
 become   better   known,   this   is   a   year   when   some   of   those   dreams   will   come   true. 
          The   cards   in   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card's   Yearly   Spread   will   rise   up   to   the 
 'Crown   Line'   sometime   this   year   and   because   of   this,   people   will   pay   more 
 attention   to   what   you   are   doing.   You   could   achieve   some   sort   of   award   or   merely 
 become   more   recognized   in   your   field.   Many   people   receive   promotions   during 
 years   such   as   these.   Just   how   it   will   manifest   will   depend   upon   the   nature   of   your 
 work   or   aspirations.   Knowing,   however,   that   these   influences   are   present,   it   would 
 be   advantageous   to   put   more   effort   into   becoming   recognized. 
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 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 

          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
 discovery. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   50 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   will   get   a   Wish   Fulfilled   This   Year 

          Your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   falls   in   a   position   this   year   that   is   governed   by 
 the   Planet   Jupiter.   Because   of   this   you   will   have   a   certain   amount   of   good   fortune 
 and   you   will   see   at   least   one   of   your   important   wishes   fulfilled   at   the   same   time. 
 This   does   not   mean   that   every   problem   in   your   life   will   disappear   or   that 
 everything   will   be   easier.   But   it   does   mean   that   some   things   will   come   easier   to 
 you   and   that   something   you   want   will   manifest   itself.   This   is,   for   the   most   part, 
 going   to   be   a   year   of   prosperity   and   abundance.   Though   you   may   have   challenges 
 in   other   areas,   there   will   be   much   to   be   grateful   for.   Magnify   this   prosperity   by 
 receiving   it   and   giving   thanks. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   51 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 

          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
 discovery. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
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 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 
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 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   52 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   are   in   Your   'Critical   Year' 

          Research   has   shown   that   the   Age   52   year   is   one   of   great   significance.   In   one 
 manner   of   speaking,   it   represents   an   important   decision   that   is   made   in   our   life   - 
 the   decision   to   truly   live   or   not.   To   truly   live   means   to   make   choices   from   that   part 
 of   us   that   loves   our   life   and   is   glad   for   the   opportunity   to   be   here   on   the   planet. 
 The   opposite   of   this   is   to   live   our   life   always   from   our   fear   side,   always   sacrificing 
 that   which   would   make   us   happy   by   doing   everything   in   our   power   to   avoid   that 
 which   we   are   afraid   of.   All   of   us   have   fears   and   all   that   separates   those   who   are 
 'alive'   from   those   who   are   'dead'   is   the   ability   to   face   these   fears   and   to   make 
 conscious   choices   in   spite   of   them.   It   is   only   those   who   never   question   their 
 fear-based   decisions   that   end   up   in   lives   that   are   going   nowhere,   lives   that   have 
 little   happiness   or   joy. 
          During   this   year,   you   will   be   given   an   opportunity   to   deal   with   several   of   the 
 most   important   fear-based   challenges   of   your   life.   To   a   large   extent,   these 
 challenges   are   signified   by   your   Environment   Card   in   your   Birth   Card's   Spread.   It 
 would   be   a   good   idea   to   study   the   significance   of   this   card   carefully.   In   some   way, 
 it   represents   one   of   your   most   important   lifetime   challenges.   What's   so   important 
 this   year   is   that   though   this   card   represents   a   lifetime   challenge,   because   it   falls   in 
 the   Environment   position,   it   is   literally   given   to   you   as   a   blessing   without   effort 
 this   year.   It   will   be   very   easy   to   deal   with   this   card   this   year   and   to   access   it   on   it's 
 most   positive   and   powerful   side.   Therefore,   it   can   represent   the   last   opportunity   in 
 this   lifetime   to   overcome   this   challenge.   It   seems   to   be   true   that   those   who   do   not 
 'get   it'   during   this   year,   never   do.   It   represents   a   final   and   loving   call   from   our   soul 
 to   rise   up   and   claim   our   birthright   of   happiness   and   joy. 

 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 

          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
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 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
 discovery. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   53 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   will   get   a   Wish   Fulfilled   This   Year 

          Your   Birth   Card   falls   in   a   position   this   year   that   is   governed   by   the   Planet 
 Jupiter.   Because   of   this   you   will   have   a   certain   amount   of   good   fortune   and   you 
 will   see   at   least   one   of   your   important   wishes   fulfilled   at   the   same   time.   This   does 
 not   mean   that   every   problem   in   your   life   will   disappear   or   that   everything   will   be 
 easier.   But   it   does   mean   that   some   things   will   come   easier   to   you   and   that 
 something   you   want   will   manifest   itself.   This   is,   for   the   most   part,   going   to   be   a 
 year   of   prosperity   and   abundance.   Though   you   may   have   challenges   in   other   areas, 
 there   will   be   much   to   be   grateful   for.   Magnify   this   prosperity   by   receiving   it   and 
 giving   thanks. 

 You   Have   Good   Career   Influences   This   Year 

          Because   of   the   position   of   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   this   year,   there   are 
 opportunities   for   you   to   achieve   a   larger   measure   of   recognition   in   your   work.   Of 
 course,   if   you   are   not   career   or   business   minded,   this   influence   will   have   little 
 effect   on   you.   But   for   those   who   are   trying   to   get   more   recognition   or   wish   to 
 become   better   known,   this   is   a   year   when   some   of   those   dreams   will   come   true. 
          The   cards   in   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card's   Yearly   Spread   will   rise   up   to   the 
 'Crown   Line'   sometime   this   year   and   because   of   this,   people   will   pay   more 
 attention   to   what   you   are   doing.   You   could   achieve   some   sort   of   award   or   merely 
 become   more   recognized   in   your   field.   Many   people   receive   promotions   during 
 years   such   as   these.   Just   how   it   will   manifest   will   depend   upon   the   nature   of   your 
 work   or   aspirations.   Knowing,   however,   that   these   influences   are   present,   it   would 
 be   advantageous   to   put   more   effort   into   becoming   recognized. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   54 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   will   get   a   Wish   Fulfilled   This   Year 

          Your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   falls   in   a   position   this   year   that   is   governed   by 
 the   Planet   Jupiter.   Because   of   this   you   will   have   a   certain   amount   of   good   fortune 
 and   you   will   see   at   least   one   of   your   important   wishes   fulfilled   at   the   same   time. 
 This   does   not   mean   that   every   problem   in   your   life   will   disappear   or   that 
 everything   will   be   easier.   But   it   does   mean   that   some   things   will   come   easier   to 
 you   and   that   something   you   want   will   manifest   itself.   This   is,   for   the   most   part, 
 going   to   be   a   year   of   prosperity   and   abundance.   Though   you   may   have   challenges 
 in   other   areas,   there   will   be   much   to   be   grateful   for.   Magnify   this   prosperity   by 
 receiving   it   and   giving   thanks. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   55 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 

 You   Have   Good   Career   Influences   This   Year 

          Because   of   the   position   of   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   this   year,   there   are 
 opportunities   for   you   to   achieve   a   larger   measure   of   recognition   in   your   work.   Of 
 course,   if   you   are   not   career   or   business   minded,   this   influence   will   have   little 
 effect   on   you.   But   for   those   who   are   trying   to   get   more   recognition   or   wish   to 
 become   better   known,   this   is   a   year   when   some   of   those   dreams   will   come   true. 
          The   cards   in   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card's   Yearly   Spread   will   rise   up   to   the 
 'Crown   Line'   sometime   this   year   and   because   of   this,   people   will   pay   more 
 attention   to   what   you   are   doing.   You   could   achieve   some   sort   of   award   or   merely 
 become   more   recognized   in   your   field.   Many   people   receive   promotions   during 
 years   such   as   these.   Just   how   it   will   manifest   will   depend   upon   the   nature   of   your 
 work   or   aspirations.   Knowing,   however,   that   these   influences   are   present,   it   would 
 be   advantageous   to   put   more   effort   into   becoming   recognized. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   56 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   Have   Good   Career   Influences   This   Year 

          Because   of   the   position   of   your   Birth   Card   this   year,   there   are   opportunities 
 for   you   to   achieve   a   larger   measure   of   recognition   in   your   work.   Of   course,   if   you 
 are   not   career   or   business   minded,   this   influence   will   have   little   effect   on   you.   But 
 for   those   who   are   trying   to   get   more   recognition   or   wish   to   become   better   known, 
 this   is   a   year   when   some   of   those   dreams   will   come   true. 
          The   cards   in   your   Birth   Card's   Yearly   Spread   will   rise   up   to   the   'Crown 
 Line'   sometime   this   year   and   because   of   this,   people   will   begin   to   pay   more 
 attention   to   what   you   are   doing.   You   could   achieve   some   sort   of   award   or   merely 
 become   more   recognized   in   your   field.   Many   people   receive   promotions   during 
 years   such   as   these.   Just   how   it   will   manifest   will   depend   upon   the   nature   of   your 
 work   or   aspirations.   Knowing,   however,   that   these   influences   are   present,   it   would 
 be   advantageous   to   put   more   effort   into   becoming   recognized. 

 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 

          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
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 discovery. 
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 Destiny   Life   Report 
 for   Nick   Cage 
 Born   1/7/1964 

 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   57 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 Your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   is   approaching   the   Ascent   to   the   Pinnacle   Year 

          Because   of   the   position   of   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   this   year,   you   are 
 approaching   a   particularly   significant   7-year   cycle   of   your   life.   We   call   this   the 
 Ascent   to   the   Pinnacle   Cycle.   This   cycle's   effect   on   you   will   depend   largely   on 
 what   is   the   direction   of   your   life   to   this   point,   so   read   carefully   to   determine   it's 
 significance   for   you. 
          If   you   are   aware   of   your   personal   goals   and   purpose   to   a   large   degree,   this 
 year   and   the   next   three   years   together   will   mark   a   rising   up   to   a   position   of 
 accomplishment   and   recognition.   This   year   will   see   significant   advancements   in 
 your   career   interests   but   the   year   that   begins   three   years   from   this   birthday   will   be 
 the   Pinnacle   Year,   where   you   could   reach   the   very   top   of   your   profession   and   end 
 up   on   a   new   level   of   work   and   attainment.   Many   people   have   achieved   great   goals 
 and   dreams   during   this   3-year   period. 
          If,   on   the   other   hand,   you   are   not   so   certain   about   your   life's   direction   or 
 purpose,   the   next   three   years   will   mark   a   culmination   for   you   of   your   life   as   you 
 know   it.   Be   prepared   during   the   Pinnacle   Year   to   make   a   big   change,   to   depart 
 from   a   significant   chapter   of   your   life,   and   to   move   on   to   a   new   and   better   cycle. 
 You   can   have   some   achievements   during   this   three   years,   but   it   is   likely   that   you 
 will   not   know   what   your   true   direction   should   be   until   sometime   during   the 
 Pinnacle   Year.   Be   patient   and   prepare   for   the   new   cycle. 
          Regardless   of   where   you   are   at,   two   years   after   the   Pinnacle   Year   (five   years 
 from   this   year),   you   will   arrive   in   what   we   call   the   'most   blessed   position'   and 
 during   that   year,   you   will   receive   that   which   your   heart   desires   most.   This   is 
 indeed   one   of   the   most   significant   cycles   in   a   person's   life. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
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 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 
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 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   58 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 This   is   a   Major   Completion   Year   for   You 

          Because   you   have   a   Nine   card   in   a   prominent   position   this   year   (Long 
 Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment,   or   Displacement),   we   know   that   this   will   be   a 
 year   in   which   you   achieve   an   important   ending   in   your   life.   This   Nine   may   occur 
 in   either   your   Birth   Card   or   Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spread.   Endings   can   be   seen   as 
 disappointments   if   we   disregard   their   true   meaning.   In   truth   they   represent 
 graduations   from   chapters   of   our   life   that   were   important,   but   are   now   no   longer 
 helpful   for   our   personal   growth   and   development.   What   is   also   beautiful   about 
 endings   is   the   wonderful   freedom   we   feel   after   we   have   passed   through   it   and   are 
 on   to   our   next   stage   of   work   and   development. 
          Whatever   the   nature   of   the   endings   in   your   life   this   year,   be   glad   that   you 
 have   reached   the   point   in   your   development   that   you   are   ready   to   move   on   to   better 
 things   and   relationships.   We   are   often   afraid   to   let   go   of   things   that   have   become 
 so   familiar   to   us.   Sometimes   we   are   not   even   able   to   see   that   these   things   are   no 
 longer   of   any   real   use   to   us.   Rest   assured   that   this   is   the   case   for   you.   You   are 
 ready   to   move   on   and   by   this   time   next   year,   you   will   be   in   an   entirely   new   and 
 better   place   for   your   personal   and   professional   development   and   expansion. 
          If   you   have   more   than   one   occurrence   of   a   Nine   in   these   prominent   positions, 
 the   significance   of   this   completion   year   becomes   even   greater   and   the   stronger   the 
 likelihood   that   many   areas   of   your   life   are   coming   to   an   end   in   preparation   for   a 
 new   phase   of   development. 
          Study   whatever   Nines   you   may   find   in   your   Yearly   Spreads   carefully.   Each 
 one   will   reveal   the   specific   areas   that   you   may   be   encountering   some   important 
 completions. 

 You   have   the   King   of   Spades   as   your   Long   Range   Card   this   Year 

          This   can   be   an   especially   powerful   and   successful   year   for   you.   Because   you 
 have   a   King   of   Spades   Long   Range   in   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread,   there   is 
 little   you   cannot   accomplish.   The   King   of   Spades   is   the   most   powerful   card   in   the 
 deck   when   it   comes   to   material   and   work   accomplishment.   However,   it   only 
 benefits   those   who   are   willing   to   take   on   a   role   as   a   leader   in   their   chosen   field.   It 
 usually   implies   leadership   in   some   form   anyhow,   but   this   can   be   a   special 
 opportunity   for   you   to   realize   some   of   your   dearest   and   highest   goals.   If   you   are 
 willing   to   sit   down   and   create   a   plan   for   your   success   or   accomplishment,   there   is 
 little   that   could   prevent   you   from   reaching   your   goals.   Everything   will   seem   to   go 
 your   way   and   you   will   succeed   where   others   have   failed.   In   most   areas   of 
 competition   you   will   come   out   the   winner.   The   list   of   benefits   goes   on   and   on   and 
 this   could   be   a   year   you   will   never   forget   for   all   of   the   success   it   will   bring.   But   do 
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 keep   in   mind   that   these   benefits   are   only   available   to   those   who   are   willing   to 
 become   a   King,   which   implies   being   the   one   who   is   responsible   and   willing   to 
 direct   their   own   destinies   as   well   as   those   around   them.   This   opportunity   comes 
 rarely   in   life.   Some   cards   will   never   have   the   King   of   Spades   Long   Range,   while 
 others   may   only   have   it   once   at   most.   Maximize   this   special   influence   while   it 
 lasts. 
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 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   59 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   can   find   your   True   Purpose   this   Year 

          There   is   at   least   one   occurrence   of   a   Six   card   in   your   reading   in   a   prominent 
 position   (Long   Range,   Pluto,   Result,   Environment   or   Displacement).   This   might 
 be   in   either   your   Birth   Card   Spread,   or   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   spread.   Either 
 way,   this   gives   you   a   special   opportunity,   but   one   that   is   only   taken   advantage   of 
 by   those   who   are   aware   of   it.   Sixes   give   us   an   opportunity   to   discover   what   our 
 true   purpose   is   for   our   life.   Most   people   search   their   entire   life   to   discover   what 
 their   life   is   about   and   whether   or   not   they   have   some   special   purpose   or   goal   that 
 they   are   to   achieve   during   their   time   here   on   the   planet.   Many   never   find   this 
 purpose   at   all.   Because   of   the   presence   of   a   Six   card   in   a   powerful   position   this 
 year,   you   will   have   a   special   opportunity   to   discover   what   your   purpose   is.   Of 
 course,   this   only   applies   to   you   if   you   have   the   desire   to   know.   If   you   are   not   that 
 interested   in   knowing   more   about   your   life's   direction,   this   will   probably   manifest 
 itself   as   a   year   of   steady   progress   towards   existing   goals. 
          Sixes   can   be   frustrating   as   well   because   they   often   represent   static   and 
 unchanging   conditions   in   our   life.   However,   they   also   bestow   upon   us   a   special 
 ability   to   perceive   that   which   is   usually   hidden   from   our   conscious   minds.   By 
 listening   to   our   inner   voice,   we   can   receive   great   inspiration   and   direction   when 
 these   cards   are   present   and   you   have   at   least   one   of   them   for   this   entire   year.   If 
 you   have   more   than   one   Six   in   a   prominent   position   in   either   your   Birth   Card   or 
 Planetary   Ruling   Card   Spreads,   then   this   message   becomes   even   more   significant. 
          Study   any   and   all   Sixes   that   you   find   in   these   prominent   positions   this   year, 
 along   with   other   Sixes   that   appear   in   your   Yearly   Spreads.   They   will   reveal   much 
 about   the   special   destiny   that   is   coming   your   way.   Good   luck   on   your   path   to   inner 
 discovery. 
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 Auspicious   Events   Occuring   at   Age   60 
 Each   year   most   people's   Birth   and 
 Planetary   Ruling   Cards   move   to   a 
 different   location   in   what   we   call   the 
 Grand   Solar   Spread   (pictured   below). 
 Each   position   has   a   unique 
 significance   and   is   described   in   the 
 section   about   the   Displacement   Card. 
 However,   some   of   these   positions   are 
 more   significant   and   represent   times   in 
 life   when   special   events   will   occur. 
 There   are   also   special   events 
 determined   by   our   age   and   by   certain 
 cards   that   fall   into   prominent 
 positions   in   our   Yearly   Spreads.   This 
 section   of   your   report   will   define   what, 
 if   any,   of   these   auspicious   events   will 
 occur   for   you   this   year.   The   text   given 
 further   emphasizes   their   unique 
 importance   in   the   overall   fabric   of 
 your   cards   for   this   time   of   your   life. 

 You   Have   Good   Career   Influences   This   Year 

          Because   of   the   position   of   your   Birth   Card   this   year,   there   are   opportunities 
 for   you   to   achieve   a   larger   measure   of   recognition   in   your   work.   Of   course,   if   you 
 are   not   career   or   business   minded,   this   influence   will   have   little   effect   on   you.   But 
 for   those   who   are   trying   to   get   more   recognition   or   wish   to   become   better   known, 
 this   is   a   year   when   some   of   those   dreams   will   come   true. 
          The   cards   in   your   Birth   Card's   Yearly   Spread   will   rise   up   to   the   'Crown 
 Line'   sometime   this   year   and   because   of   this,   people   will   begin   to   pay   more 
 attention   to   what   you   are   doing.   You   could   achieve   some   sort   of   award   or   merely 
 become   more   recognized   in   your   field.   Many   people   receive   promotions   during 
 years   such   as   these.   Just   how   it   will   manifest   will   depend   upon   the   nature   of   your 
 work   or   aspirations.   Knowing,   however,   that   these   influences   are   present,   it   would 
 be   advantageous   to   put   more   effort   into   becoming   recognized. 

 Your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   is   in   the   Pinnacle   Position   this   Year 

          You   have   arrived   at   a   very   significant   year   of   your   life,   perhaps   the   most 
 significant   year.   Because   your   Planetary   Ruling   Card   is   in   the   'Sun'   or   'Pinnacle' 
 position,   this   year   will   mark   a   great   transition   for   you   in   some   respect.   It's   effects 
 can   vary   depending   upon   your   circumstances   so   read   carefully   to   determine   which 
 category   you   fall   into. 
          If   you   have   been   steadily   climbing   up   the   ladder   of   success   and   have   a   clear 
 picture   of   what   your   goals   and   purposes   are,   this   year   could   see   you   rising   up   to 
 claim   the   brass   ring   of   achievement.   In   a   sense,   the   Pinnacle   position   represents 
 reaching   the   top   of   your   profession   or   dreams.   Many   have   claimed   the   highest 
 successes   in   this   auspicious   year. 
          If,   on   the   other   hand,   you   have   been   searching   for   a   direction   to   go   in   your 
 life,   this   year   will   likely   see   you   finding   that   direction   and   it   might   just   surprise 
 you   as   to   which   way   you   end   up   going.   Be   prepared   to   make   a   large-scale 
 transition   into   something   different   than   you   have   done   before. 
          Even   if   you   have   no   particular   career   ambitions,   this   position   guarantees 
 that   a   chapter   of   your   life   is   completing   and   that   you   will   be   moving   on   to   new   and 
 better   things   sometime   during   this   year.   This   is   a   year   of   change.   Something   of 
 your   past   must   be   given   up   to   make   way   for   the   new   future   that   awaits   you. 
 Regardless   of   what   that   is,   you   will   be   happier   as   a   result. 
          Two   years   from   now   you   will   be   in   your   'Most   Blessed'   year.   During   that 
 year   you   will   receive   whatever   it   is   that   your   heart   desires   the   most.   For   this 
 reason,   you   are   in   the   middle   of   one   of   the   most   important   cycles   of   your   life. 
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